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ABSTRACT
Transformer has dominated the field of natural language process-

ing because of its strong capability in learning from sequential

input data. In recent years, various computing and networking op-

timizations have been proposed for improving transformer training

efficiency. However, transformer inference, as the core of many AI

services, has been seldom studied. A key challenge of transformer

inference is variable-length input. In order to align these input,

existing work has proposed batching schemes by padding zeros,

which unfortunately introduces significant computational redun-

dancy. Moreover, existing transformer inference studies are sepa-

rated from the whole serving system, where both request batching

and request scheduling are critical and they have complex inter-

action. To fill the research gap, we propose TCB, a Transformer

inference system with a novel ConcatBatching scheme as well as

a jointly designed online scheduling algorithm. ConcatBatching

minimizes computational redundancy by concatenating multiple

requests, so that batch rows can be aligned with reduced padded

zeros. Moreover, we conduct a systemic study by designing an on-

line request scheduling algorithm aware of ConcatBatching. This

scheduling algorithm needs no future request information and has

provable theoretical guarantee. Experimental results show that TCB

can significantly outperform state-of-the-art.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Transformer, as a kind of emerging deep learning models [12, 20,

27, 32, 35], has shown great power in applications related to nat-

ural language processing (NLP). It overwhelms competitors, e.g.,

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [7, 17], in both accuracy and

training efficiency, thanks to its unique self-attention mechanism.

Transformer ignites not only the machine learning community but
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also system research. There has been many existing work that im-

proves transformer’s training efficiency by exploiting its unique

computation and communication patterns. For example, Zhang et

al. [37] propose to reduce training overhead by adaptively dropping

some unimportant layers. Chen et al. [6] find that a significant com-

putation cost of the transformer comes from attention operations

and propose an attention-aware pruning design to remove some

weights. The communication efficiency of transformer training

has been studied by [18], which points out that a key bottleneck

of transformer’s training is the data movement and proposes an

optimization based on dataflow analysis.

Despite great efforts at optimizing transformer training, little

attention is devoted to accelerating transformer inference, which

plays a critical role in NLP-related serving systems. These serv-

ing systems, which usually reside in cloud, receive inference re-

quests from end users and should make responses with low latency.

However, existing transformer inference methods are not efficient,

mainly because of input of variable lengths. The variable-length in-

put is very common in NLP-related services. For example, language

translation services receive requests in the form of sentences, and

obviously these sentences are with different lengths. A common

optimization to increase inference efficiency is to batch several

requests, which are further described as multi-dimensional tensors

that can be processed by GPUs with high efficiency. When batch-

ing, short requests need to be zero-padded so that they can align

with long ones in the same batch. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a),

where the batch row length is fixed and shorter requests are padded

with zeros.

This is the default batching scheme adopted by popular machine

learning platforms (e.g., PyTorch), and it is referred to as Naive-

Batching in this paper. Zero-padding wastes GPU memory and

brings extra computation. To reduce the overhead incurred by zero-

padding, Fang et al. [14] have proposed a length-aware batching

scheme, called TurboBatching, which reorders requests according

to their lengths and batches the ones of similar length, as shown in

Fig. 1(b). Such a length-aware batching scheme can significantly

reduce padded zeros, only if it is fed by a sufficient number of

requests with similar length. However, the requests received by

serving systems could be quite different in length, which makes the

length-aware batching scheme cannot always play its full power.

For example, TurboBatching has low GPU utilization on several

https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
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Figure 1: Different batching schemes.

datasets, e.g., ParaCrawl [3] and DIA [33], whose workloads are

highly variable in length.

Another issue of existing work is the lack of request schedul-

ing policies, with tight integration with request batching schemes.

Request scheduling policies determine which requests should be

served first, while batching schemes decide how they can be served.

They are separately studied in [11, 24, 38] and [8, 10, 14], respec-

tively. Request scheduling and batching have complex interaction,

which unfortunately has not been well exploited by existing work.

In this paper, we propose TCB, a fast Transformer inference sys-

tem that integrates a novel batching scheme called ConcatBatching
and an online request scheduling algorithmwith theoretical guaran-

tee. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the proposed ConcatBatching scheme

concatenates several requests so that they can be accommodated

within a single batch with less padded zeros. Compared to other

two batching schemes, ConcatBatching is more flexible and is able

to handle requests with arbitrary length distributions.

Although ConcatBatching is promising, we need to address two

challenges to make it work correctly and efficiently in practice.

First, existing transformer inference systems do not support re-

quest concatenation, so we need to modify the inference algorithm

to distinguish requests concatenated in the batch row, so that we

can get correct inference results. Second, serving system efficiency

is also affected by request scheduling algorithms, which determine

when and which requests should be batched and sent to GPU. We

desire an algorithm that can fully exploit the potential capacity of

ConcatBatching, while being aware of request deadlines to guaran-

tee a certain level of service quality.

TCB conquers both challenges with a modular design that con-

sists of a runtime supporting ConcatBatching and a plugable sched-

uler module. Different from traditional transformer inference, TCB

runtime customizes the positional encoding and the self-attention

operation to guarantee the correctness of inference results. More-

over, by carefully examining the inference process, we find that

there exists some redundant computation brought by ConcatBatch-

ing. Thus, we propose an enhancement to eliminate the redundancy,

so that the inference can be further speed up. Based on this run-

time, we study a request scheduling problem with the objective of

maximizing the number of requests responded by their deadlines.

An online algorithm has been designed and implemented in the

scheduler module. We also derive its theoretical bound. Thanks to

the joint design of ConcatBatching runtime and the scheduler, TCB

can significantly outperform existing works, as demonstrated by

our experimental results .

The rest of this paper are organized as follows. We introduce the

background and related work in Section 2. TCB system overview is

Figure 2: Transformer-based language model computation
process.

given in Section 3, followed by inference engine design and sched-

uling algorithm in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Finally, we

evaluate TCB system in Section 6 and conclude our work in Section

7.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Transformer Model
Transformer has beenwidely studied for language processing [5, 28–

30]. It adopts an encoder-decoder architecture, which takes a sen-

tence of multiple words (also called tokens) as input and generates

a task-related result, such as a translated sentence, as output. Typi-

cally, transformer inference is conducted in a mini-batch manner,

which feeds multiple sentences to the transformer model for in-

ference simultaneously. A typical transformer inference process is

illustrated in Fig. 2. In the preprocessing stage, a mini-batch of sen-

tences, denoted by 𝐼 , are first transferred into feature embeddings

𝑋 , where each word is represented by a feature vector. The word

position information can also embeded via positional encoding [32]

as

𝑃𝐸 (𝑝𝑜𝑠, 2𝑒) = sin(𝑝𝑜𝑠/10000
2𝑒/𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ) (1)

𝑃𝐸 (𝑝𝑜𝑠, 2𝑒 + 1) = cos(𝑝𝑜𝑠/10000
(2𝑒+1)/𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ) (2)

where 𝑝𝑜𝑠 is the position of the word in the sentence, 𝑒−th dimen-

sion of sinusoidal positional encoding corresponds to a sinusoid,

and 𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 is the dimension of the feature embeddings. In the

inference stage, these embeddings are sent to the encoder and de-

coder, each of which contains 𝑆 layers. Each encoder or decoder

layer includes the self-attention computation, followed by a feed-

forward network to enhance model performance. Decoder outputs

go through a final linear layer and activation function to generate

final results.

The core of transformer is the self-attention computation. Given

feature embeddings 𝑋 , the first step of self-attention computation

is to create the query matrix 𝑄 , the key matrix 𝐾 , and the value

matrix 𝑉 as follows.

𝑄 = 𝑋𝑊𝑄 , 𝐾 = 𝑋𝑊𝐾 , 𝑉 = 𝑋𝑊𝑉 , (3)
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Figure 3: System overview

where𝑊𝑄
,𝑊𝐾

and𝑊𝑉
are weight matrices. The second step is

to compute the self-attention as:

Att(𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 ) = softmax

(
𝑄𝐾𝑇
√
𝑑

)
𝑉 , (4)

where

√
𝑑 is a scaled parameter.

A plethora of works [16, 23, 25, 31, 34] have been proposed

to improve transformer computation efficiency. At the hardware

level, ELSA [16] has been proposed as a specialized accelerator

for approximate self-attention computing. Moreover, Softermax,

proposed by [31], is an accelerator that is able to reduce computa-

tional cost of the softmax operation. At the software level, Yan et

al. [34] reconstruct self-attention computation to avoid the linear

conversion of keys and values, which brings a significant speedup.

Li et al. [23] propose a token-level pipeline algorithm to improve

the efficiency of the training transformer-based language models.

Meanwhile, Narayanan et al. [25] introduce a novel interleaved

pipelining mechanism to improve the throughput for training large-

scale transformer-based models. A unique feature of transformer

for language processing is variable-length input. Fang et al. [14]

have proposed TurboTransformer, an online serving system that

adopts a length-aware dynamic programming batching mechanism

to mitigate the redundant computations. Despite the improvement

brought by TurboTransformer, it heavily relies on the assumption

that arrived requests have similar lengths and and it does not in-

volve a dedicated scheduling algorithm for online services.

2.2 Online Request Scheduling
In practical serving systems, inference requests arrive in an online

manner. Therefore, designing online scheduling mechanisms has a

profound implication for guaranteeing the system performance and

quality of service. Many online scheduling algorithms have been

proposed to solve various problems in machine learning systems

[8–10, 13, 15, 19, 21, 22, 36]. For example, Li et al. [22] introduce

AutoDeep, which strategically decides the device placements and

cloud configurations for online inference tasks through Bayesian

Optimization and deep reinforcement learning. RIBBON is intro-

duced by [21], which also adopts a Bayesian Optimization-driven

strategy to employ heterogeneous cloud computing instances to

minimize inference costs. A novel ahead-of-time (AoT) scheduling

has been proposed to improve inference speed [19]. Prema [9] pur-

suits to balance multiple serving metrics, such as latency, fairness,

and service level agreement (SLA), through a predictive scheduling

algorithm under the preemptive NPUs environment. Choi et al.

[8] propose LazyBatching, an SLA-aware DNN inference system

that adopts fine-grained scheduling and batching. However, these

works are inefficient for transformer-based inference tasks since

they ignore properties of transformers with variable-length input.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A system overview of TCB is shown in Figure 3. TCB resides be-

tween machine learning frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow [2] or Py-

Torch [26]) and user applications. It receives inference requests,

usually in the form of sentences, from user applications and process

them using two core modules: a request scheduler and a customized

inference engine. Each request contains a sentence to be processed,

associated with an arriving time and a desired response deadline.

When GPU is idle, the scheduler packs some received requests into

a batch and sends it to the inference engine. A request scheduling

algorithm is designed to decide which requests should be batched

together, by jointly considering request concatenation, request dead-

lines and running speed of inference engine. The inference engine

is responsible for running the transformer inference computation

in GPUs. Since multiple requests are concatenated, the default infer-

ence algorithm adopted by PyTorch or TensorFlow would generate

wrong results. Therefore, we customize the self-attention compu-

tation process to guarantee inference correctness. In addition, we

have examined and identified the computation redundancy due

to request concatenation and proposed a “slotted” design that is

able to reduce such redundancy to further accelerate the inference

computation. The design details of inference engine and request

scheduler are given in the following sections.

4 CONCATBATCHING INFERENCE ENGINE
In this section, we first present a customized inference engine design

that supports arbitrary concatenation of requests in a batch, which

is referred to as pure ConcatBatching. Then, we further reduce

computation redundancy by proposing a slotted ConcatBatching
scheme, where a batch is divided into several slots and requests

can be concatenated within each slot. Conceptually, the difference

between two schemes can be illustrated by Fig. 4.

4.1 Pure ConcatBatching
The TCB inference engine enabling pure ConcatBatching follows

traditional transformer inference process, as shown in Fig. 2, but it

customizes the following two key components, which are crucial

for generating correct inference results.
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Figure 4: The difference between pure ConcatBatching and
slotted ConcatBatching.

4.1.1 Separate positional encoding. Position or order of words (or

tokens) in a sentence is critical for transformer to understand the

language. Positional encoding (PE) [32] has been proposed to in-

corporate word order into the transformer model. The default posi-

tional encoding scheme in traditional transformer treats all words

in a batch row as a single sentence and encodes them accordingly, as

shown in Fig. 5(a). This default scheme cannot be directly applied

in TCB, because words of different sentences concatenated in a

batch row have no order relationship. Therefore, we customize the

positional encoding in TCB by encoding these sentences separately.

The separate positional encoding can be illustrated in Fig. 5(b).

4.1.2 Customized self-attention. Self-attention is the most critical

computation in the transformer inference. TCB customizes self-

attention computation to guarantee correct inference results. For

easy understanding, we use a single batch row to present the self-

attention computation process, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. We

suppose that𝑚 requests are concatenated in this row, and corre-

sponding feature embeddings are denoted by X = [𝑋1, 𝑋2, ..., 𝑋𝑚].
Similar with traditional self-attention computation, we transfer X
into query, key and valuematrices asQ = X·𝑊𝑄 = [𝑄1, 𝑄2, ..., 𝑄𝑚],
K = X ·𝑊𝐾 = [𝐾1, 𝐾2, ..., 𝐾𝑚] andV = X ·𝑊𝑉 = [𝑉1,𝑉2, ...,𝑉𝑚],
respectively.

Note that X contains several parts and 𝑋𝑖 corresponds to a re-

quest. Accordingly, matrices Q, K andV have similar structures.

After that, we compute the self-attention as follows.

Att_CB(Q,K,V) = softmax

(
QK𝑇
√
𝑑
+M

)
V (5)

whereM is a mask matrix defined as follows:

M =

{
0, ∀entries at 𝑄𝑖𝐾𝑇𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚;

−∞, otherwise.
(6)

The major difference between the customized self-attention (5)

and the original one (4) is that we use a special matrixM to mask

redundant parts introduced by request concatenation. This masking

operation is necessary to guarantee correct inference. We explain

the reason by showing the details of score matrix
QK𝑇
√
𝑑

as follows.

QK𝑇
√
𝑑

=

©«
𝑄1𝐾

𝑇
1

𝑄1𝐾
𝑇
2
· · · 𝑄1𝐾

𝑇
𝑚

𝑄2𝐾
𝑇
1

𝑄2𝐾
𝑇
2
· · · 𝑄2𝐾

𝑇
𝑚

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
𝑄𝑚𝐾

𝑇
1

𝑄𝑚𝐾
𝑇
2
· · · 𝑄𝑚𝐾

𝑇
𝑚

ª®®®¬ /
√
𝑑 (7)

(a) Traditional positional encoding.

(b) TCB’s separate positional encoding.

Figure 5: TCB’s separate positional encoding for a batch row.

Since we care about intra-sentence attention, not the inter-sentence

one, only the main diagonal entries, e.g.,𝑄𝑖𝐾
𝑇
𝑖
, in the above matrix

is useful for generating final results. Therefore, we conduct a mask

operation that changes all off-diagonal entries to −∞, so that they

are eliminated from the next softmax operation.

4.2 Slotted ConcatBatching
To motivate the design of slotted ConcatBatching, we first take a

look at the final step of the self-attention computation in Fig. 6,

where the matrixA is multiplied by the value matrixV . We notice

that many entries in matrix A are redundant, but they are still

involved in the subsequent softmax and multiplication operations.

Although our maskmatrixM can eliminate their negative influence

on the final result, they occupy extra GPUmemory spaces andwaste

GPU computing resources.

4.2.1 A new self-attention operation aware of slots. To further im-

prove the inference efficiency, we propose a new self-attention

operation that divides matrices Q,K , andV into several slots, each

of which represents a sentence or a group of sentences. We let Q𝑖 ,
K𝑖 , andV𝑖 to denote each slot. The new self-attention operation

can be formally described as

Att_CB_S(Q,K,V) = Concat

{
softmax

(
Q𝑖K𝑇𝑖√

𝑑
+M𝑖

)
V𝑖 ,∀𝑖

}
.

(8)

The corresponding computing process is illustrated in Fig. 7.

We omit the generation of Q, K , andV because it is similar with

that in Fig. 6. These slots can be computed by GPU in parallel,

with reduced redundancy compared with Fig. 6. Finally, we use a

Concat() function to combine results to generate a single output.

Note that multiple short requests can be concatenated in each slot

if they do not exceed the slot length limit, just like what we have
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Figure 6: Customized self-attention for request concatena-
tion. Step 1: The input feature matrix X is transferred into
Q, K , andV matrices; Step 2: A score matrix is calculated by
taking the dot product of Q and K𝑇 ; Step 3: The redundant
parts of the score matrix are masked; Step 4: A softmax oper-
ation is conducted, followed by the multiplication withV.

done for pure request concatenation. The benefit of slotted request

concatenation is to remove the redundancy among slots, which

suggests that the redundancy may exist within each slot.

Slotted request concatenation brings additional challenge about

slot length, which constrains the longest requests we can deal with

in each batch. Moreover, slot length affects request scheduling and

we will study it in the next section.

4.2.2 Early memory cleaning. During inference, a batch, no matter

with or without request concatenation, and its intermediate data

are kept in GPUmemory until inference results are generated. After

obtaining all results, we clean the GPU memory by removing data

related to the current batch and load the next batch.

An important observation in our experiments is that inference

results of requests in a batch are generated at different time because

the decoder is an auto-regressive model. A straightforward idea to

improve GPU memory efficiency is to remove the data of requests

whose results are generated, instead of waiting the completion

of whole batch inference. In such a way, GPU memory cleaning

overlaps with inference process, bringing additional performance

improvement.

Unfortunately, this idea does not work under ConcatBatching.

The memory management operations, e.g., allocating or deleting,

Figure 7: Slotted self-attention for request concatenation.
The generation of Q, K , andV matrices is similar with that
in Fig. 6 and we omit it for space saving. Different slots can
run self-attention computation in parallel.

should be conducted in units of tensors. In ConcatBatching, request

data do not aligned and we cannot separate the ones whose results

are generated.

Slotted ConcatBatching provides the chances of early memory

cleaning. Slots are independent and they can be easily separated

into different tensors. We remove data of slots after generating

their inference results. Meanwhile, released GPU memory can be

allocated to the next batch, so that its data loading can overlap with

the current batch’s inference.

5 REQUEST SCHEDULING
The scheduler receives requests from user applications, packs them

into batches and sends batches to the inference engine. The core of

this module is a scheduling algorithm that decides which requests

should be packed into a batch. In this section, we first formulate a

scheduling problem and then present an algorithm with theoretical

performance guarantee. Note that this is a pluggable module and

the algorithm can be flexibly replaced with other ones with different

goals.

5.1 Problem Statement
We consider a set 𝑁 of requests that arrive in different time. Each

request 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 is associated with an arriving time 𝑎𝑛 , a deadline

𝑑𝑛 , and a sentence of length 𝑙𝑛 . Each request can only be scheduled

after its arrival and before its deadline. The TCB’s running time can

be divided into slots, each of which corresponds the inference time

of a batch. Each batch has 𝐵 rows and each row can accommodate

at most 𝐿 words. Note that 𝐵 and 𝐿 are system parameters that can

be adjusted. By fixing 𝐵 and 𝐿, all batches have the same workloads

and their inference time is similar.

We define a variable 𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 to denote whether request 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 is

put into the 𝑘-th row of the batch scheduled at time 𝑡 . We define

the utility value of request 𝑛 as 𝑣𝑛 ≜
1

𝑙𝑛
. A request fails if it is not

scheduled before its deadline, and its utility value is zero. With the

objective of maximizing the total utility of scheduled requests, we
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Algorithm 1 Online Deadline-Aware Scheduling Algorithm (DAS)

1: function DAS(𝑁𝑡 , 𝐿)

2: 𝐻𝑡𝑘 ← ∅, for 𝑘 = 0, 1, ..., 𝐵 − 1

3: for each batch row 𝑘 = 0, 1, ..., 𝐵 − 1 do
4: if

∑
𝑛∈𝑁𝑡

𝑙𝑛 ≤ 𝐿 then
5: Put 𝑁𝑡 into the current batch row;

6: else
7: Sort requests in 𝑁𝑡 according to their utility in a non-

increasing order to generate a sequence 𝑁𝑡 ;

8: Compute 𝑠𝑡𝑘 , so that the first 𝑠𝑡𝑘 request in sequence 𝑁𝑡
can saturate the current batch row;

9: 𝑁𝑈𝑡 ← the first 𝑝𝑡𝑘 tasks in 𝑁𝑡 , where 𝑝𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝑠𝑡𝑘 ;
10: Put 𝑁𝑈𝑡 into the current batch row;

11: 𝑁𝐷𝑡 ← tasks in 𝑁𝑡 − 𝑁𝑈𝑡 whose utility is no less than

𝑞𝑣 (𝑁𝑈𝑡 );
12: Sort requests in 𝑁𝐷𝑡 according to deadlines and greedily

put them into the current batch;

13: if 𝑁𝐷𝑡 cannot saturate the current batch then
14: Greedily put rest requests in 𝑁𝑡 − 𝑁𝑈𝑡 − 𝑁𝐷𝑡 ;

15: end if
16: end if
17: end for

formulate a scheduling problem as follows.

max

∑︁
𝑛∈𝑁

𝑣𝑛 (
∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝐵−1∑︁
𝑘=0

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 ) (9)

s.t.

∑︁
𝑡

∑︁
𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 ≤ 1,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, (10)∑︁
𝑛

𝑙𝑛𝑥
𝑡𝑘
𝑛 ≤ 𝐿,∀𝑘 ∈ [0, 𝐵 − 1], 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, (11)

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 = 0,∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 and 𝑡 ∉ [𝑎𝑛, 𝑑𝑛], (12)

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 ∈ {0, 1},∀𝑘 ∈ [0, 𝐵 − 1], 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 . (13)

Constraint (10) indicates that each request can be processed once

at most. Constraint (11) means that the total length of requests

concatenated in each row cannot exceed the limit 𝐿. The final

constraint (12) represents that task 𝑛 can not be scheduled out of its

available time interval [𝑎𝑛, 𝑑𝑛]. The above formulation is a mixed-

integer linear programming, which is in general NP-hard, even with

information of all requests. In practice, we have no knowledge about

future requests, which motivates us to design an online heuristic

algorithm.

5.2 Scheduling Algorithm for Pure
ConcatBatching

A straightforward idea to maximize total utility is to always sched-

ule requests with higher utility. However, requests are also con-

strained by their deadlines, and some urgent ones with lower utility

may loss scheduling chances. Therefore, we are motivated to design

an algorithm by jointly considering utility values and deadlines.

The proposed scheduling algorithm, called DAS, is described as

a function whose pseudo codes are shown in Algorithm 1. This

function is invoked at the beginning of each time slot 𝑡 . Fed by a

set 𝑁𝑡 of waiting tasks, this function returns a batch 𝐻𝑡 of requests

that are sent to GPU for inference in time slot 𝑡 . Note that requests

that have arrived but been not scheduled by their deadlines are

excluded from 𝑁𝑡 .

For each batch row 𝑘 , this function initializes 𝐻𝑡𝑘 as an empty

set and then chooses requests. If all requests in 𝑁𝑡 can be accom-

modated into the current batch row, i.e.,

∑
𝑛∈𝑁𝑡

𝑙𝑛 ≤ 𝐿, we put

them into 𝐻𝑡𝑘 and return it to finish this function. Otherwise, we

need to select a subset of requests from 𝑁𝑡 , which could be more

challenging since we need to jointly consider request utility and

deadlines, as motivated above. We sort requests in 𝑁𝑡 according to

their utility values in a non-increasing order to generate a sequence

𝑁𝑡 . The first 𝑠𝑡𝑘 requests in 𝑁𝑡 can be accommodated in the current

batch row. We divide 𝑁𝑡 into three parts, each of which represents

different preference on utility or deadlines, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

The first part, denoted by 𝑁𝑈𝑡 , consists of the first 𝑝𝑡𝑘 tasks in 𝑁𝑡 ,

where 𝑝𝑡𝑘 = [𝑠𝑡𝑘 and [ ∈ (0, 1) is a system parameter. We also call

𝑁𝑈𝑡 a utility-dominant set since we choose them because of their

high utility values. Note that [ is a tunable system parameter and

𝑝𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝑠𝑡𝑘 .
The second part, which is denoted by 𝑁𝐷𝑡 , includes rest requests

whose utility is no less than 𝑞𝑣 , where 𝑣 is the average utility of

requests in 𝑁𝑈𝑡 and 𝑞 ∈ (0, 1) is another tunable system param-

eter. The 𝑁𝐷𝑡 is referred to deadline-aware set, since we choose

requests from it by a deadline-preference strategy. To guarantee

the total utility, we let [ + 𝑞 = 1. Specifically, we sort requests in

𝑁𝐷𝑡 according to their deadlines and greedily choose the ones with

closer deadlines. If𝑁𝐷𝑡 can saturate the current batch, the algorithm

returns. Otherwise, we continue to pick requests from the rest set,

i.e., 𝑁𝑡 − 𝑁𝑈𝑡 − 𝑁𝐷𝑡 .

Theorem 5.1. Algorithm 1 is [𝑞
[𝑞+1 -competitive.

Proof. Some key steps of proving this theorem are as follows.

Due to the space limitation, we put the complete proof in our

technical report [1].

Step 1: Dual problem setup. According to Fenchel duality [4],

we can write the dual problem of the primal problem (9) as follows:

D(_) = max

𝑥 ∈X

∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 _
𝑡𝑘
𝑛 −min

𝑥 ∈X

{ ∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 _
𝑡𝑘
𝑛 −

∑︁
𝑛

𝑣𝑛 (
∑︁
𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 )
}

= max

𝑥 ∈X

{∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑣𝑛𝑥
𝑡𝑘
𝑛 −

∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 _
𝑡𝑘
𝑛

}
+max

𝑥 ∈X

∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 _
𝑡𝑘
𝑛 (14)

≤
∑︁

𝑛:𝑣𝑛≥_𝑛
(𝑣𝑛 − _𝑛) +max

𝑥 ∈X

∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 _𝑛 (15)

where 𝑣𝑛 = 1

𝑙𝑛
, as defined in Section 5.1,X is the domain of 𝑥 limited

by constraints (10)-(12), and _ is the dual variable. Since 𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 is a

binary variable and

∑
𝑡,𝑘 𝑥

𝑡𝑘
𝑛 ≤ 1, we can set _𝑡𝑘𝑛 = _𝑛 for all 𝑡 and

𝑘 .

We have (15) since

∑
𝑛:𝑣𝑛<_𝑛 (𝑣𝑛−_𝑛)

∑
𝑡,𝑘 𝑥

𝑡𝑘
𝑛 ≤ 0 and

∑
𝑡,𝑘 𝑥

𝑡𝑘
𝑛 ≤

1.

Step 2: Problem conversion. To obtain the competitive ratio 𝛼 ,

we need to prove:

𝐴𝐿𝐺 ≥ 𝛼𝑂𝑃𝑇, (16)
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where 𝐴𝐿𝐺 is the solution of DAS and 𝑂𝑃𝑇 is the optimal solution.

However, its hard to obtain the optimal solution due to the NP-

hardness of primal problem. Thanks to the dual property that each

feasible solution _ of the dual problem gives an upper bound of

the optimal solution, i.e., 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≤ D(_), we can converse the above

problem to find the 𝛼 as:

D(_) ≤ 1

𝛼
𝐴𝐿𝐺 (17)

Thereby, we converse the proof problem to find the 𝛼 to satisfy (17).

Step 3: Scaling proof. Now we introduce how to find the relation-

ship between D(_) and 𝐴𝐿𝐺 . The key idea is setting the suitable

dual parameter _ to build the relationship between D(_) and 𝐴𝐿𝐺 .
Concisely, we set _𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑛 for each task 𝑛 in 𝐻 and _𝑛 ≥ 𝑣𝑛 for

tasks not in𝐻 , where𝐻 is chosen task set by Algorithm 1. By doing

this, we can replace

∑
𝑛:𝑣𝑛≥_𝑛 (𝑣𝑛−_𝑛) by

∑
𝑛∈𝐻 (𝑣𝑛−_𝑛) and build

the relationship between D(_) and 𝐴𝐿𝐺 . Before introducing the

specific settings of _, we first give some necessary definitions.

As defined in Algorithm 1, we denote the the utility-dominant

task set and deadline-aware task set in 𝑘-th row at time slot 𝑡 by

�̃�𝑈
𝑡𝑘

and �̃�𝐷
𝑡𝑘
, respectively. Given a solution 𝐻𝑡𝑘 from Algorithm 1,

we define 𝐻𝑡𝑘 [1] = �̃�𝑈𝑡𝑘 ∩𝐻𝑡𝑘 and 𝐻𝑡𝑘 [2] = 𝐻𝑡𝑘 −𝐻𝑡𝑘 [1], for all 𝑘
and 𝑡 . We have 𝑝𝑡𝑘 = |𝐻𝑡𝑘 [1] |, and we define 𝑗𝑡𝑘 = |𝐻𝑡𝑘 [2] |. Then,
we set the dual variables _ according to three cases as follows:

(1) For 𝑛 ∈ 𝐻𝑡𝑘 [1],∀𝑡, 𝑘 , we set _𝑛 = 0;

(2) For 𝑛 ∈ 𝐻𝑡𝑘 [2],∀𝑡, 𝑘 , we set _𝑛 = min{𝑣𝑛, ˆ_}, where ˆ_ =

max{_𝑛 |𝑛 ∈ �̃�𝐷𝑡𝑘 and 𝑛 ∉ 𝐻𝑡𝑘 };
(3) For 𝑛 ∉ ∪𝑡,𝑘𝐻𝑡𝑘 , we set _𝑛 = 𝑣𝑛 .

Note that for each task 𝑛 ∈ ∪𝑡,𝑘𝐻𝑡𝑘 , it has 𝑣𝑛 ≥ _𝑛 . For task 𝑛

in 𝐻𝑡𝑘 [2], it has _𝑛 = 0 when �̃�𝐷
𝑡𝑘
− 𝐻𝑡𝑘 = ∅, i.e., all tasks in

deadline-aware set have been chosen. Moreover, we denote _𝑡𝑘
max

=

max𝑛{_𝑛 |𝑛 ∈ �̃�𝑡𝑘 } to represent the maximum of _ for available

tasks for time slot 𝑡 and row 𝑘 , where �̃�𝑡𝑘 is the sorted available

tasks set in 𝑘-th row at time slot 𝑡 . Based on the given _, the dual

problem (15) can be rewritten as:

D(_) ≤
∑︁

𝑛:𝑣𝑛≥_𝑛
(𝑣𝑛 − _𝑛) +max

𝑥 ∈X

∑︁
𝑛,𝑡,𝑘

𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑛 _𝑛

= 𝑉 −
∑︁
𝑛∈𝐻

_𝑛 +
∑︁
𝑡,𝑘

𝑠𝑡𝑘

|𝐻𝑡𝑘 |
|𝐻𝑡𝑘 |_𝑡𝑘max

= 𝑉 +
∑︁
𝑡,𝑘

∑︁
𝑛∈𝐻𝑡𝑘

( 𝑠𝑡𝑘|𝐻𝑡𝑘 |
_𝑡𝑘

max
− _𝑛) (18)

where 𝑠𝑡𝑘 represents the first 𝑠𝑡𝑘 tasks in �̃�𝑡𝑘 can be accommo-

dated in the current batch row. Since �̃�𝑡𝑘 is sorted by 𝑣𝑛 = 1

𝑙𝑛
non-increasingly, 𝑠𝑡𝑘 means the maximum number of tasks in

�̃�𝑡𝑘 can be accommodated. Moreover, 𝑉 =
∑
𝑛∈𝐻 𝑣𝑛 is the to-

tal utility obtained from Algorithm 1. Then we let 𝛽𝑡𝑘 =
𝑠𝑡𝑘
|𝐻𝑡𝑘 |

and 𝐺𝑡𝑘 =
∑
𝑛∈𝐻𝑡𝑘

(𝛽𝑡𝑘_𝑡𝑘max
− _𝑛) for analyzing the relationship

between 𝐺𝑡𝑘 and 𝑉𝑡𝑘 , where 𝑉𝑡𝑘 =
∑
𝑛∈𝐻𝑡𝑘

𝑣𝑛 . According to the

setting of _, we can prove _𝑡𝑘
max
≤ 𝑣 ( ˜

𝑁𝑈
𝑡𝑘
). The proof details can be

found in our technical report [1].

According to the relationship between 𝑠𝑡𝑘 and |�̃�𝑈
𝑡𝑘
| + |�̃�𝐷

𝑡𝑘
|,

we have
𝐺𝑡𝑘

𝑉𝑡𝑘
≤ 𝑠𝑡𝑘

𝑝𝑡𝑘𝑞
= 1

[𝑞 , where [ =
𝑝𝑡𝑘
𝑠𝑡𝑘

is the tunable system

Figure 8: Three cases when scheduling tasks in Algorithm 1

parameter. Then we have:

D(_) ≤ 𝑉 +
∑︁
𝑡,𝑘

∑︁
𝑛∈𝐻𝑡𝑘

( 𝑠𝑡𝑘|𝐻𝑡𝑘 |
_𝑡𝑘

max
− _𝑛)

= (1 + 1

[𝑞
)𝑉 = ([𝑞 + 1

[𝑞
)𝐴𝐿𝐺 (19)

which completes the proof. □

Note that [ and 𝑞 are two tunable system parameters. When

[ = 𝑞 = 1

2
, we get the

1

5
-competitive ratio.

5.3 Scheduling Algorithm for Slotted
ConcatBatching

Compared to pure request concatenation, the algorithm design for

slotted request concatenation is more challenging because batching

decisions are affected by slot size, which becomes a new optimiza-

tion dimension. The pure request concatenation can be treated

as a special case whose slot size is equal to the batch length 𝐿. A

smaller slot can eliminate more computational redundancy, but

can accommodate less requests since the ones larger than the slot

would be discarded. In this section, we propose a simple but effec-

tive heuristic algorithm for slotted request concatenation, whose

pseudo codes are shown in Algorithm 2. We first invoke Algorithm

1 to obtain a set of candidate tasks, i.e., {𝐻𝑡𝑘 }, for each batch row.

The slot size is defined as the largest length of requests in the

utility-dominant set 𝐻𝑈 , as shown in lines 3 - 4. Therefore, no

request in 𝑁𝑈𝑡 would be discarded because of slot size limit. After

deciding the slot size, we greedily put requests into slots.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce our experimental settings. We

then study overall performance and the influence of critical system

modules and parameters.
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Algorithm 2 Slotted Online Deadline-Aware Scheduling Algorithm

1: Function Slotted_DAS(𝑁𝑡 , 𝐿)

2: {𝐻𝑡𝑘 } ← Invoke DAS(𝑁𝑡 , 𝐿);

3: Generate the utility-dominant set 𝐻𝑈 by selecting the first 𝑝𝑡𝑘
tasks in {𝐻𝑡𝑘 };

4: Compute the slot size𝑚 according to the largest length of tasks

in 𝐻𝑈 ;

5: Divide each row of the batch into multiple slots based on the

slot size 𝑧;

6: for each batch row 𝑘 = 0, 1, ..., 𝐵 − 1 do
7: Put tasks in 𝐻𝑡𝑘 into slots greedily;

8: end for

6.1 Experimental Settings
We conduct performance evaluation on an AWS instance p3.2xlarge

with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU, a Intel Xeon E5-2686v4 CPU, and

61 GiB memory. We use a Seq2Seq encoder-decoder model [32],

which uses 3 encoders and 3 decoders with a hidden dimension of

3072 (𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 3072). The number of self-attention heads is 8. The

maximum sentence length that can be processed is 400 words. We

compare TCB with two baselines.

• TNB (Transformer with NaiveBatching): TNB uses the de-

fault setting of PyTorch [26]. Requests of different lengths

are batched together. Each batch line is dedicated to a re-

quest, and short requests are padded with zeros to aligned

with the longest one in the batch, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

• TTB (Transformer with TurboBatching): TTB uses the batch-

ing scheme adopted by TurboTransformer [14], which batches

requests of similar length to reduce padded zeros, as shown

in Fig. 1(b). Note that a complete implementation of Tur-

boTransformer contains many computational and memory

optimization schemes, which are orthogonal to our work.

They can be also applied in TCB for further performance

improvement. Here we mainly focus on studying request

batching schemes and its influence to inference efficiency.

Note that both TNB and TTB are not associated with any scheduling

algorithms for online services in existing work. For fair comparison,

we feed them with the same scheduling results generated by the

DAS algorithm proposed in Section 5.2.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Performance under different request rates. We randomly gen-

erate requests with 3−100 tokens according to a normal distribution

and they arrive as a Possion process. The batch size is set to 64

for TNB and TCB. We follow [14] to use a dynamic programming

method to determine the batch size for TTB. As shown in Fig. 9,

system utility increases as arriving rate grows for all systems. The

utility of TNB and TTB has no big change when there are more

than 350 requests/second, which means that both systems have

achieved their maximum processing capability. This phenomenon

is also called system saturation. TCB has shown larger capacity

by handling 450 requests/second. After saturation, total utility of

TCB is higher than TNB and TTB by 2.20x and 1.29x, respectively.
We also show system throughput in Fig. 10, where we have similar

observation that TCB always outperforms other two systems. The
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Figure 9: Utility under different request rates (input length
3-100, average 20, variance 20, batch size 64).
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Figure 10: Serving throughput under different request rates
(input length 3-100, average 20, variance 20, batch size 64).

maximum performance gaps with TNB and TTB are about 2.22x
and 1.48x, respectively.

6.2.2 Study of inference engine efficiency. We then study system

performance under a simple first-come-first-served (FCFS) sched-

uling policy. This set of experiments eliminate the influence of

our designed scheduling algorithm, so that we can better show

the benefits of request concatenation adopted by TCB’s inference

engine. We first set the variance of request length to 20 and show

results in Fig. 11. Thanks to request concatenation, the maximum

throughput of TCB is higher than TNB and TTB by 3.33x and 1.52x,
respectively. We then change the request length variance to 100 and

show results in Fig. 12. The maximum performance gap between

TCB and TTB increases to 1.72x. That is because higher variance
means that incoming requests show more variability in length and

it would be harder for TTB to find sufficient number of requests

with similar lengths. Moreover, in both figures, all systems are sat-

urated at lower request arriving rates, compared to Fig. 10 using

our DAS algorithm. It demonstrates the benefits of our scheduling

algorithms, which will be further studied in later experiments.

6.2.3 Speedup of slotted ConcatBatching. We first set the batch size

as 10 and measure the average batch inference time of TCB with

pure and slotted ConcatBatching, respectively. The speedup under

different number of slots is shown in Fig. 13. Note that pure Concat-

Batching can be treated as a special case of the slotted scheme with

a single slot and the corresponding speedup is 1. As we use more

slots, we can obtain at most about 1.18x speedup. We then increase

batch size to 32 and show results in Fig. 14. The maximum speedup

is 2.31x when there are 7 slots. There is no big performance growth
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Figure 11: Serving throughput under different request rates
when using FCFS (input length 3-100, average 20, variance
20, batch size 64).
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Figure 12: Serving throughput under different request rates
when using FCFS (input length 3-100, average 20, variance
100, batch size 64).

when we further increase the number of slots. The results demon-

strate that slotted ConcatBatching can reduce more redundancy

under larger batch size.

6.2.4 Influence of different scheduling algorithms. To show the su-

periority of our proposed DAS algorithm, we equip TCB with three

popular scheduling algorithms, i.e., short-job-first (SJF), first-come-

first-served (FCFS) and deadline-early-first (DEF). The results under

different batch sizes are shown in Fig. 15(a). Note that we use the

same TCB inference engine for all algorithms. The utility increases

as the batch size grows for all algorithms because larger batch size

can accommodate more requests. DAS-TCB outperforms others at

all batch sizes. We then fix the batch size to 16 and study the affect

of request length variances. As shown in Fig. 15(b), DAS-TCB has

obvious improvement in utility compared with other scheduling

algorithms, which demonstrates that DAS-TCB is aware of requests

of variable lengths and makes better scheduling. We finally change

the batch row length, i.e., the parameter 𝐿, and show results of

different scheduling algorithms in Fig. 15(c). DAS-TCB has about

40% higher utility than SJF-TCB and more than others.

6.2.5 Overhead of DAS algorithm. Wefinally evaluate the overhead

of DAS algorithm by measuring its running time and show the ratio

to a single batch inference time in Fig. 16. As request arriving rate

increases, the ratio grows because DAS needs to sort and schedule

more requests. However, the ratio is only 2% when there are 400

requests/seconds, which already saturate the GPU.
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Figure 13: Speedup of slotted ConcatBatching. (batch size 10,
length 400)
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Figure 14: Speedup of slotted ConcatBatching. (batch size 32,
length 400)

7 CONCLUSION
This paper targets on improving the efficiency of transformer infer-

ence systems. We have identified two major weaknesses of existing

work. First, there exists high computation redundancy in existing

request batching schemes. Second, request scheduling and batch-

ing is separate, missing the joint optimization chances. This paper

fills this gap by developing TCB, a transformer inference system

that integrates two novel techniques. We propose ConcatBatching,

as a new batching scheme that concatenates requests in a batch

to reduce computation redundancy. A online request scheduling

algorithm aware of the ConcatBatching is designed to maximize

the utility of TCB and its theoretical bound is derived. Extensive

experiments have been conducted to evaluate TCB and show its

superiority over state-of-the-art.
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